
STAGE ONE CLAW SETTING 
Stone setting foundation skills 
The first stage covers the basic but extremely important principles of seat 
preparation or cutting the bearing for the stone. Once you have a clear 
understanding of how to shape the inner claw you can carry this through to 
all other types of setting. Do not advance until this course has been complet-
ed, otherwise you will miss the important basics. 

STAGE THREE GYPSY SETTING 
Burnished flush setting 
This level will advance your setting skills to working with smaller stones. You 
will learn precision burring to create a seating at the correct depth and size. 
It is important that the stone fits without movement before burnishing the 
setting lip to secure the stone. The same principles can then be applied to 
other shapes, and will prepare you well for pave setting later on. 

STAGE FOUR SPLIT CLAW SETTING 
First stage band or thread setting 
This level will introduce you to planning placement and setting stones in a 
row. You will learn fine saw cutting and burring to create decorative setting 
sides, and carve four claws for each stone. There are a few finishing options 
but it is essential to ensure the stones fit into their seats with minimal move-
ment before forming the claw tips. 

STAGE SEVEN PAVE SETTING 
Multi-stone setting using gravers 
This level introduces the use of gravers & beaders for moving and lifting 
metal onto stones to secure them. During the course you will learn how to 
form beads onto the stones and learn how to finish and set a CAD/CAM 
cluster setting. You will then use gravers to lift beads and bright cut. The 
skills you have so far learned will be vital for this course.  

STAGE SIX CHANNEL SETTING 
Clawless band setting  
There are a few technique options depending on the stone size and shape. 
You will first prepare individual seats for round stones and burnish open one 
wall lip to fit each stone. Again correct stone placement is important, so the 
previous courses should not be skipped. The square stones require the push 
along or shunt method to fit them into place. A Dremel tool will be useful 
but you will learn an alternative method and make your own tools. 

STAGE TWO BEZEL SETTING 
Flush setting faceted stones  
In this level you will cut the seating in a closed setting. You will not be able to 
see the profile of the cut, so it is important to have claw setting skills before 
enrolling in this course. You will apply the same principles to setting a square 
or princess cut stone. Take time to examine the shape of the stone pavilion.  

STAGE FIVE SHARED CLAW SETTING 
Advanced stone placement and band setting 
This level will demonstrate perfect stone placement to ensure the claws can 
be shared between stones. There is no room for error otherwise the stones 
will clash or become loose and fall out. The previous course is more forgiving 
so ensure you complete split claw before shared claw. There are a few 
options when it comes to dressing the sides or forming the claw tips. This 
method of setting makes attractive wedding bands or solitaire shoulders. 

STAGE EIGHT  BRIGHT CUTTING 
Advanced graver cutting & preparing  
This level requires a lot of practice with gravers before setting the stones. 
These techniques are seldom used in the industry, but the skills are still 
important. You will learn to mark out and pre-cut stars and square frames. It 
is recommended that you raise rows of beads to experience the push and 
lift technique. 

STAGE NINE GRAIN SETTING 
Pre-carving claws and decorative cutting 
This level takes your precision engraving and burring skills to a higher level. 
You will combine all the skills you have so far learned, and experience pre-
paring the grain before setting and lifting the grain. The fish tail setting 
technique is a very attractive way to dress a stone set eternity ring. 

STAGE TEN MICRO PAVE SETTING 
Hand carving multiple micro settings  
This modern style of setting is usually produced using the CAD/CAM process. 
The course will demonstrate how to make a tool for marking out paved 
setting rows, this will make life a little easier. You will not require any addi-
tional specialised equipment to participate, but you will need lots of pa-
tience and practice. 
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